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While reading this chapter, you will:

describe the development of individuals at different stages of life, drawing on a

variety of developmental theories

analyze several viewpoints on similarities and differences in male and female

development and on the impact of those differences on the roles individuals play

evaluate emerging research and theories explaining the developmental tasks of

individuals at various stages of life

summarize current research on factors influencing satisfaction within enduring

couple relationships

analyze the division of responsibility for childrearing and socialization, and the

interaction of caregivers

identify and respond to the theoretical viewpoints, thesis, and supporting

arguments of materials found in a variety of secondary sources
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This chapter will examine the patterns of individual development in later adulthood.

is there a midlife crisis? Are people happily married? What is the role of seniors in

Canada? Using a psychological framework, the challenges of the later stages of life

will be investicated usina various developmental theories. The roles of occupational

choices marriage, and family life in the achievement of generativity will be explored.

The changing patterns of satisfaction in marriage will be explored in light of

the alterations in marriage relationships. Finally, the concept of old age as the

core-p c for of a life store will be examined from the perspective of current studies

in gerontology.

conducting research using oral histories

Childhood and early

adulthood is Act I in

life. There are several

acts in the drama

of life yet to be

presented before

the final curtain.
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caving home, forming enduring love relationships, and perhaps having
children are important rites of passage that signify increasing maturity
for individuals in most societies. Although the timing of these

events may vary, they are usually assumed to occur in the first half of life,
and they set the stage for mature adult life. There has been a tendency in the

twentieth century to view aging in a negative light (Borysenko, 1996, p. 2):

All human beings go through cycles in their lives, progressing from infant to

child to adolescent to adult. AVhile each stage builds upon previous biology
and experience, evolving from one stage to the next sometimes requires a

dying to what we have been in order to complete our metamorphosis. While

the infant does not lament becoming the toddler, or the child mourn the

approach of adolescence, women have been portrayed as lamenting our

continued maturation into midlifc and older adulthood.

However, middle age, the years from 35 to 65, and the aging years, after

65, are stages of growth and development. Because of the variations in the

timing of the normative events of life, middle-aged adults are a more diverse

group than people at other ages. Some are parents of young children, some

are making the transition from being parents of Young children to being parents
of adult children, and some are becoming grandparents. In the workplace,
some are at the peak of their careers, while others are preparing for early
retirement. Women may be at the beginning of a career when re-entering the

workforce after their childbearing years. The later years are transitional years,

as men and women's children leave home, as they leave the workplace, and as

they embark on the final stage of their lives (Ward, 1994). This chapter will

examine the patterns of aging in the second half of life.

The concept of predictable stages in life is not new. Descriptions of the stages of

life have been recorded in such diverse literature as the writings of the ancient

Greek philosopher and mathematician Pythagoras; in the scriptures of Hindus,

Buddhists, Jews, and Christians; in the plays of Shakespeare; and in the writings
of twentieth-century psychologists (Borysenko, 1996).

The ancient Chinese philosophy described seven-year stages of life for men

and women that were believed to parallel the workings of the universe. Although
the stages of a woman's life followed predictable biological changes, they set a
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pattern for social functioning based on the role of women as mothers. Not

included in the cycle are the years in which a woman would be a grandmother.
In the I 930s, Charlotte Buhler, a developmental theorist, published the

earliest modern study of life stages in Western society. She studied biographies
and determined that there is an orderly progression of phases, or changes
in events, attitudes, and accomplishments. She concluded that the lives of

individuals parallel their biological development. According to Buhler, the

first 15 years are spent in progressive growth at home. From 15 to 25 years,

a period of growth and fertility occurs, and individuals focus on clarifying
their individual goals. 'l'he years from 25 to 45 are the productive years,

when individuals focus on stability and the culmination of their goals. From

45 to 65 years, there is a loss of reproductive ability, and individuals begin a

self-assessment of the results of their goals. After age 65, there is biological
decline, and individuals reflect on the fulfillment of their goals or experiences
of faihtre (Kimmel, 1990). Holler's early work established the foundation for

the theories of human development, such as Erikson's and Levinson's, which

were developed later.

49 years 1-7 years

Menopause signals the end Childhood

of the productive years (until secondary teeth and hair grow)

42 years
Wrinkles begin to form

14 years

Menstruation begins

35 Years 21 Years

The cycle of decline begins Biological maturity and fertility

28 years
Muscles firm and body

flourishes, signalling the most

productive years

Source: Adapted from A Woman's Book of Life, by Joan Borysenko © 1996 by Joan Borysenko. Reprinted

with permission of Riverhead Books an imprint of Penguin Putnam, Inc.
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Because of the diversity of ways people live OW it e aic various

points of view on aging. I he hiologiCal hasis tl et 1?;.1 u,11CE2 in the past
neither accounts for the cultural v'ariati0'i)5 in tuft Whi5 our in th ' second

had of HE nor explains the historical cll<1ngs in Me rules 11 m alts Nlariorie
We and David A. Chiriboga ( 1990) outlined three difterenf models folr

aging that reflect the various theoretical perspectives on the impact of

personality, or identity, on the behaviour 01 individuals:

stability template

orderly change

theory of random change

The stability template model assumes that indiyiSi is der not cl ill >;e

once they achieve adulthood. It is based on the belief that the basic personality
is formed in childhood, as suggested by Signlm d Freud a;ia lc eptccl by ps

-

choanalysts. The stability, template accepts recent evidence that personality
actually continues to develop into adulthood. Was lnodd explain' that if Will

individual's identity is stable over tinge, he or she will respond to events and

stresses in life in a consistent nlanner.'l'heretore, there will be variations in

behaviour, but individual behaviour Will be prcdic:tabie (I'iske & Chiriboga.

The theories that attempt to explain people's

behaviour as they age differ on whether individual

differences reflect an individual's unique

personality, a generation's response to social

change, or individual life experiences.

1990). Itril: 1':rikson suggests that identity formation is the

focus of lice and continues to he so throughout life (F.rikson

Erikson, 1994). Erikson describes the central i,tsk in middle

adulthood as generativity, which is useta Is interpreted as

establishing and guiding the new generation. in later life.,

individuals seek the integrity that results 11-ow living out

one's identity (F,rikson (11" Frikson, 1997).

The orderly change model is based on the stage then

ries of development. it explains that an individual's identity

is formed earlier in life but changes through interaction

with the environment Al the present (Fiske (S' C:hiriboga,
1990). I?rikson emphasized that identity formation and

generativity were dependent on having opportunities to

develop (Erikson, 1968). Daniel Levinson suggests that in

midlife, individuals examine the life structure they have

been building in early adulthood and define a new life

structure for themselves in later lifer based on changing
circumstances (Levinson, 1978). Therefore, this model

suggests that identity changes according to the options
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?avtul : i,? ;r. the socletr, nld ask!, ohuthut the patterns of aging will change

when the Htn tafik of the fife ::vCle changes due to increased HE expectancy

Fi kc hit I o:21,
The theory of random change explains that WE, or non-normative

evel'is. Cdti,t' Jump 51 i i itltV huwause of how indis iduals adapt to then"
,

rlcvy roles, Ali, lnoa:`I a:,hs whether social change affects the behaviour of a

coll-1ti_ rcs fa its 1 Oic cohort effect (piste & (:hiriboga, 1990). /American

v,h It S'I
' lvI??l"tl i_-!'c I, tulle<tieai ?lla lvsls of Development rejects the

l'att 'r!1,

Cill15>1 ,nd ,t ggests that individuals change over time in

c, ltul al, ;)sychological, and sociological factors.

C'\ ti oec?u,c iPhorI are exposed to the same events.

I 'l> ',et' till!

been ol,sery

1990)

heha', four

not po"ti>L tO pi;e'

\ nloi _:ellt 0

lilt lai,!i'Dlli,l

11111 lti lilt li

spective, sh_ l

'f his O.01 v

!11 p1;1 _

Them A l!

how OWN "t

vv ithill Generations might coni<)rill to a pattern, it is

ldnt cllanc?,e ihereforc, suggests that although the
1)I)i )c)rtunity such as retirement age (Kimball,

file Oci factor that determined how people

t the 1 -,Cilavi011 t of future generations.
grit accounts for the changes in aging that have

it c ul<tda =s the social construction theory. Related to symbolic

aggests that the actions and feelings of individuals have no

thaI it;vii; ihuals' behaviour does not necessarily differ

or dwir to\ n. but all given meaning by the theoretical per-

d? t c.lcll ci 101 their explanation (( ; ergen & Gergen, 2001).

ion to ';,eneratioll, but the meaning
to rci{ect the expectations of the society.

??.n.s?nt:)ot,- 1i=1c1

svn{,toile '.c! y?,a

tic;illan arc uselut iut explaining why the empty-nest

wi m ,i 1 crisis or middle-aged women in the 1960s

ist <,y.,wi cn in the 1990s (Rotssenko, 1996).

ill, 'i iilc_:I th cot: ept of the social clod:. She explained

all. 1990) refer to these stages of life as

the path of t lei;- iiv _; ill cash sc s::)ll Gild use With the consequences. Fall is

a lie that ate defined according to the expec-

cvent:; should occur. Daniel Levinson

seasons, I 116 <<'t. l".. rc,nc_ept All sc'LtsuI1s lolloAV, each Other in a predictable
!J! il? J,ffc;k i ill .Afire and vet ccluallV' important foi-

g rot ith, 1 I ti..>c
'

Ire d tei t it'cCl 'it, ,Ollie extent hi a biological Clock, but

No ,;v i' c.k,>)I l .?c>al clock, iytlic1 determines the meaning that individuals

alai c of tit -, r O ; ti'_`;. I he scao,onc of fife suggest expectations about What

101 i11a?. V .c 1A I>r ciut 111; cite h tit tgc tit ilte I'll C rctO rc, llldlA'idlla Is Choose

,,, an appropriate response to life events based Oil

'ild so t>. 1990). The social construction theory
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the season in which individuals mature and the benefits are harvested to

provide for the winter. The patterns of development in later seasons of life

will be explored using these research questions:

How do individuals achieve gencrativity?

Is there a midlife crisis for men and women?

What is the effect of aging on marriage?

What is the nature of development for older people?

David M. Buss has made a life study of the strategies
that human beings have developed to enable them

to compete in a hostile world in order to survive and

to be successful in raising a family. His earlier

research focused on sexual desire and mate selection.

Recently, he has studied quality of life by assessing
how people achieve happiness in their lives. His

research suggests that happiness is more difficult to

achieve in modern society despite the technological
advancements that protect us from the "hostile

forces of nature" and enable us to live longer.
Happiness can be attained by using the following
strategies that maintain the social attributes of early
human societies, buffer the stress in people's lives,

and reduce competition:
Maintain an extensive family network. A longer
life enables individuals to develop relationships
with adult children and grandchildren. Commun-

ication technology allows people to keep in touch

more easily.

Develop true friendships. Acquaintances are useful

companions, but only true friends can provide
valuable social and psychological support during
crises. Unfortunately, it is difficult to tell friends and

acquaintances apart during good times.

David Buss explains
that all living
human beings
are evolutionary
success stories.

Marry someone

who is like yourself.

People with homoga-
mous marriages are happier because they are

protected against the major causes of family
stress: marital conflict, divorce, and stepchildren.
Married people live longer, healthier lives.

Become more co-operative. Forming long-term
reciprocal relationships at home, at work, and in

the community, in which you expect no more than

equity, establishes your reputation as a co-operative

person and improves your quality of life.

Fulfill your desires. The natural human desires

for health, marriage, and aesthetic pleasures
are fulfilled by achieving a life structure based

on working to acquire and manage the

resources needed.

Source: American Psychologist. (2000, January). Vol. 55, No. 1,

pp. 15-23. Copyright © 2000 by the American Psychological
Association. Adapted with permission.
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Erik Erikson described stages of personality development that focused on

the search for identity to give meaning to life. The identity is formed in early
adulthood. Having formed an identity, an individual is then able to form

intimate relationships with another, and move successfully into adult life.

Erikson defined the task of middle adulthood as the desire for generativity.
The developmental challenge of generativity, meaning productivity, refers to

the range of ways people are able to leave their mark on future generations.

By investing in the future and caring for others, individuals can develop the

virtue of care. However, by becoming selfindulgent, individuals can cease

to develop, a state that Erikson called stagnation. Erikson summarized the

relationship of identity to generativity in this way:

In youth von find out what on care to do and who you care to be even in

changing roles. In young adulthood you find out who von care to be with--

at work and in private life, not only exchanging intimacies, but sharing inti-

macy. In adulthood, however, von learn what and whonn you can take care

of (Erikson, 1959, p. 124).

According to Erikson, the seventh stage of life, "generativity versus stag-

nation," begins at 40 years of age. This age corresponds to the midlife transition

identified by Daniel Levinson from his research on men and women in midlife.

At this time, individuals assess their lives so far and ask several questions: "What

have I done with my life? What do I really get from and give to my wife (or

my husband), children, friends, wort:, community-and self? What is it I

truly want for myself and for others?" (Levinson, 1978, p. 60)

Levinson explains that individuals build a new life structure based on

their answers to these questions. They adapt to the ways that they have

grown, the changing circumstances of their lives, and changes in society.
Individuals continue to pursue their Dreams but look for greater meaning by

giving back to their families and communities (Levinson, 19'8). Adults who

are generative have more meaningful relationships, have stronger attachments

to their community, and have a greater sense of political agency. Generativity
arises out of the formation of an identity in a desire to achieve some form of

immortality of that identity (McAdams, Hart, & Martina, 1998).

Generativit ' is a driving force throughout adult life. John Kotre (1996)

suggests that Erikson's theory is limited by the ages he specifies for each stage.

He states that because of the limits of fertility, especially for women, generativity
must be defined as something more than reproduction and parenthood if it

www.mcgrawhill.ca/links/faniiliesl2

To learn about Erik Erikson's theory

of the stages of life or about other

personality theories, go to the web

site above for Individuals and

Families in a Diverse Society to see

where to go next.
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is a motivation for the rest of adult life. He offers it broader 11-ntcrpr:'tatioo Hf

generativity than Erikson does, and identifies four different forums:

biological generativity, which is hamnthood

parental generativity, which is the raising of children

technical generativity, which is the passing on of knowledge
cultural generativity, which is the sharing of culture and tradition ( Kotre, 1996)

Opportunities fi- generativity are oflected by social changes that influence

the social clock and result in cohort effects. Individuals nmay, have a need to

nurture others, but society expects adults to take responsibility or themselves,
care for their children, and pass on the culture to their offspring. "iherefore,

adults in their thirties and forties who are not ready for steady employment
and a family are considered to be out of time" With the social clock hNk \dauls,

Hart, & Maruna, 1998). Generativity is a universal task of adulthood, but the

form and the timing are defined by the society (Fiskc & Chiriboga, 1990).

B

Societal Norms

C

Concern for the

Next Generation

D

Appropriateness

E

Commitment

F

Action
Identity
Mythology:
What I

r.-eve done.'.

A

Individual Desire

"I am what I leave behind."

Source: Adapted from Dan P McAdams and Ed he Si, Auhin - er tt aid Adult D,

How and Why We Care (or the Next Generation. Washington. Am n '-
-

rl ,tical F

Copyright C> 1998 by the American Psychological Association. Ad .r i with germ sslon.

parenthood, the biological generativity that was the focus of Erilson's

original concept, is occurring later in life for most Canadians. Asa result ol'

the impact of contraception, parenthood has become a choice. The ability to

choose whether or not to have children resulted ill the need for individuals to

rationalize the decision for themselves. Women are becoming more hesitant
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develop competence. Parents or aunts and uncles teaching children, teachers

instructing students, and older men and women mentorjng younger adults

are sonic examples of the ways technical generativity is expressed. Cultural

generativity means creating and sharing ideas and artifacts that will con-

tribute to the cultural experience of society. Whether by producing beneficial

products or services at work or by expressing creativity by sewing, painting,
or dancing, individuals can achieve cultural generativity (Kotre, 1996).
Therefore, generativity can be achieved by developing and nurturing ideas as

well as children.

Social changes In the second half of the twentieth century are altering
how women in Canada are achieving the life task of generativity. Prior to the

1960s, most women were homemakers. 'their generativity was attained

through motherhood and through the art of homemaking (Borysenko, 1996).
When women are employed, they assume generativity through technical and

cultural ways in addition to biological and parental ones. When levels of

"mastery" and "happiness" were compared in an American study of self-esteem

in women, working women scored much higher on "mastery," but stay-at-home
moms scored highest on "happiness." However, the combined levels of

mastery-happiness" were highest for the busiest women in the study, the

employed married women with children (Borysenko, 1996). Perhaps these

results reflect the extended opportunities for generativity that individuals

have when they combine working with family life.

When people are able to see positive results from their

work and find their jobs meaningful, they are

experiencing technical or cultural generativity.

Work provides meaningful opportunities for iden-

tity formation and for technical or cultural generativity.
In Deborah Anderson and Christopher Hayes' study of

gender and self-esteem, it was determined that men and

women are almost identical in their assessments of the

importance of work in their lives, with 88 percent of

men and 9I percent of women stating it was important
(1996). However, if individuals are to develop responsi-
bility and competence, their work must be purposeful.
Only 22 percent of- the subjects said that the task they
performed itself was important, while others identified

the ability to control events on the job or to work with

others as rewarding (Anderson & Hayes, 1996). In a

society in which individuals believe "I am what I do,"
75 percent of people will change jobs at sonic time,

perhaps to find work that allows them to feel that they
are doing something meaningful and giving something
back (Kimmel, 1990).
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Oral history is a research method that uses interviessing
to encourage individuals to recall and describe their life

experiences. Oral history can be used in several wax's in

the social sciences:

Oral histories are used by social historians to gather

personal stories to add to the official records and

media reports in order to understand the impact of

historical events on individuals, falmilies, and socicte.

Oral history is used to gather data about earlier

behaviour to determine patterns of deselopnlent.
"These retrospective studies, in vvhich individuals

recall what they have done, can be used when lon-

gitudinal studies sscre not started in the past to

observe behaviour.

Oral history can also be used to enable individuals

to reflect on their experiences and behaviour in

the past in order to understand them from the per-

spective of their accumulated experience and wis-

dom. In this application, oral history supports the

life review described be Erikson. I his reflects the

perspective of symbolic interactionisnl, because

subjects relate the experiences according to the

meaning they place on them.

1. Locate subjects whose experiences reflect the issues

you want to studs. Obtain their permission to

interview them and to record the intersicr.

Arrange a time that is conyement and lone enough

to allOW the subject to speak h-cch- in ansvv-er to

the questions.

2. I)evelop a series of open-ended questions that will

prompt the subject to recall cspcriences and ,vents

and to describe his or her actions, observations,

thoughts, and feelings at the time. Secondan gtac

tions can be used, it necessM-y, to encourage the

subject to add details. If it is required for your

study, ask the subject further questions that enable

him or her to reflect on the experiences: based on

vv hat he or she now knows.

3. It is important to record the intervicv. The

language used, the tone of voice, and the

parenthetical continents all help to convey

the meaning of the experiences for the subjct

Transcribe the oral history word for word.

4. Artifacts, such as photographs, documents,

and letters, can be used to supplement the

oral history.

Oral histories can be transcribed for others to rc"td,

but the iyords of' the subject belong to the subject, not

the researcher. It is necessary to obtain the subject's

permission to publish the oral history, or to include

citations for any paraphrasing or quotations that are

included in other work.

Source: Based on Rerninrscence and oral history..? l:y Joanna Fot?o I

Aging and Society March 2001. Vol 21 Part 2. pp. 219-241 Adapted

with the permission of Cambridge University Press Copyright .-? 1993 !,y

the American Psychological Association. Adapted with permisslon
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Is there Such a thin aS a III ldlife rris'I,: A\hell

occurs for men, for soarer, or for hoth, dept,)
'I he Oxford dictionary defines it IiFS tly a`4 "a itn 111n )01 lit

fined.

Id secondly as

a moment of danger o1- suspense." I)evelopiiiei, al thrones ra'I he ISed to

determine whether there is a turning, point in mdis'idu als' lives during= nidlife.

However, to understand individu>.ai and cultural raricltions, it will he more useful

to use the theories of svmholic interactionnism ,'lad social c<,;7slructtoll. Rvlore

recent research has fi>cused on whether some people ex Perience midlife as !.a

time of danger.'Ihe research questions that rail tie e i sidere I are:

web connection What are the patterns of

individual
deselopnnent (11,11 ill, middle

ow does the society in which an individual affect hi or herH

www.mcgrawhill.ca/links/familiesl2 development In midlife?

To learn about writing oral histories, Alidlifd Could he a period of stability in indiv i(il als, lir,vs. After years of

go to the web site above for working and establishimc a career, most iudividri aIs have ,achieved their rcal".

Individuals and Farnilies in a Diverse Both income and level of responsibility in the wori:hlacc usually reach their

Societyto see where to go next.
highest point betseen the ages of 3 3 and l__). I).mpioyees have developed their

competencies and they know the work and their ua sera<ers. 'l hey usually have

more time for fi1mily and leisure activities. As children leave l>me; parents
eventually have fewer financial responsibilities, so they can invest money for

retirement.' I'his should be a time of peak product,', its and security (Baker,

1993). Research by developmental psychologists, hi wc y r si y nests that even

individuals who achieve this level of comfort and stability vices it as a tenapor:_arv

plateau that could signal greater improvements iii the future, of a orc? kely, the

beginning ofa decline. In midlilc, individuals hc.,in to notice that they ??iil not

live forever and to assess how they hare been dolmy so t:ar t(;aatcr t Peters, 1996).
Daniel Levinson's research with both men and women defined a midlife

transition that occurs between 40 and 43 years of ape. This chan,eover marks

the passage from early adulthood into middle adulthood. Levinson found that

some individuals make the transition with few questions about the meaning; and

direction of the life structure they have established. i loseesci, he Iound that?the
majority of subjects in his studies reconsidered the life structure they had formed

in light of-the self they had become by midlife and the opportunities that were

available at that time. Although some made no changes in their work or their

family life, most experienced a refocusing of priorities in an attempt to live out

their 1)reana. Others had to redefine their I)realn ,Ind change their life structure

to meet the needs of their personal identities or the dreg instances of their her

(Levinson, 1978, 1996). For these individuals, midlife could be described as "a

moment of danger or suspense"
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In them 1 n lerrla study of adult descIopmcnt. Nlarlot- ic l iskc and I )a\, Id

Chirihooai del r'iiincri that individuals dewlap a revised sense of- self during the

01idli1iC. l hey expituned tInil an individual's seifconcept changes to blend past

experience ssti'ith pl ,et,I eircumsiancrs into a psychological reality that reflects

the gi atcr isdoi of nli ldl:, age (i iskc , (;hiriboga, I000). "I lie slogan of

midlilc cotald be kOrrowed 15010 the 1980s idiom: "Get Real!" I:iske and (;hirihoga
called their souls "Iontinuit, and I haiigc in Adult I ife.' This title sunnnari/es

[tic d??,l that ??'i!c some a,iuits in Iliidiifc make changes in their work, family: or

com nu;iit'. I??,?s, +>tl7t'rs ion tiiluc Is it'll lie-Iii lives with a new understanding; of

lhernsclyes ,nd tlaur ro]er,. 11111S rcli,:rts psv<_holo"ist .A-lane Jahoda's definition of

a healthy n s,onal t1 in ,dUitho a hit l: h,,r, quoted by Erik Erikson:

IV' i]Yd',tci"' his enAI inlIt liCI l , sho',As a ?_crt,lin

<11?4 .r di 510iId and himself correctly

by Sheryl Ubelacker

Canadian Press

Tim O'Neill knew he had reached sonic defining
moment in life when he was suddenly overwhelmed

by a storm of swirling emotions. It felt like sadness. It

felt like loss. It felt like panic. It felt as if some internal

clock had suddenly kick-started, tick-tocking out the

warning: Tine ... is ... rumIing ... out. "When it hit

me, I vv,as standing somewhere and I leaned against a

wall in a corridor and I just started crying," says

O'Neill, still surprised at the memory: "And I thought,
`What's going onf'°

What was going on was the beginning of the midlife

transition, a time when many in their mid-40s or :SOs

are struck by a sense of their own mortality and the

knowledge there are only so many years left to realize

their dreams. It may he triggered by a landmark

birthday (like turning 50), the death of a parent or

peer, a grown-up child leaving home, or being passed
over for promotion by a younger colleague.

For many people in their mid-forties to mid-fifties, the

"midlife transition" brings emotional upheaval and critical

self-appraisal.

Sometimes it's the relentless signs of diminished

youth that set off midlife anxiety: printed words that

seem to have shrunk, hair fading to gray or relentlessly
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receding, laugh lines deepening into crevices, or an

hour-glass figure transforming itself into a pear.

For O'Neill, who asked that his real name not be

used, it struck while he was at a career placement centre

after being downsized by the Montreal telecommuni-

cations company where he had worked for 20 years.

Whatever the trigger, such emotional turbulence is

common at the half-century watershed, psychologists

say. It is even more pronounced in the boomer gener-

ation now reaching "middlescence."
,,

Growing up in the 1960s and 1970s led us to

believe that a long, healthy, affluent, and youthful life

was our birthright," say the authors of The Healthy
Boomer: A No-Nonsense Mid-life Guide For Women

And Men. "Midlife is a shock. Suddenly, the genera-

tion whose motto was `Never trust anyone over 30' is

brooding about unfulfilled dreams (and) the risk of

heart attacks"

Romin Tafarodi, a social psychologist at the

University of Toronto, says people are usually content

as long as they perceive they're on "a certain trajec-
tory. It's when we realize that the trajectory has taken

on a slope that's not satisfactory-plateaued, if you

will-or we realize that we'll never get to where we

want to be before we end our lives, that things get a

little dicey." People may feel demoralized, worthless,

and withdrawn, he says. Other experts say this retreat

into self is necessary. It's a time to "critically re-examine

familiar relationships, values, and life choices,"

according to The Healthy 13oonier.

O'Neill, 54, says losing his job jolted him into look-

ing back at his life. "It was then that the soul-searching
started," says O'Neill, a soft-spoken, self-described

people person. He realized he'd settled for a comfort-

able career, but had paid for it by never feeling really

happy. As he goes through midlife, O'Neill has

glimpsed what he calls his true calling. He wants to

become a career counsellor and life coach to help others

"uncover their real needs"

While many men enter this stage concerned about

unrealized dreams, for women it is often linked to the

physical effects of aging, especially menopause.

Lorraine O'Brien, 52, felt the first stirring of the

midlife reckoning in her early 40s and she is still deal-

ing with its many changes. While she isn't in

menopause yet, the single mother of a 17-year-old son

admits to feeling emotionally topsy-turvy. "I feel a bit

weepy sometimes. And sometimes I feel, `Wow, I have

so much responsibility.' All of a sudden, my son is

going off to university and I'm thinking, `Okay, what's

next?' For women especially, I think the separation
from your children is hard because you spend so many

years being a mom"

What may be O'Brien's saving grace is that she con-

fronted "middlescence" head-on, looking inward and

deciding how she wanted to spend the rest of her life.

"I started reading books. I tried to understand myself
and my interactions with the world around me. I

changed my relationships with people. The people who

came into my life were different because I changed my

perspective." She is proud of her accomplishments. She

has her own home west of Toronto and is in good
financial shape after a varied 30-year career at a com-

pany from which she took a buyout in 1997.

Although O'Brien is job-hunting (she figures she

has a good 5 to 10 years left in the workplace), she is

looking forward to satisfying other dreams. She wants

to eventually travel to Europe, buy a cottage, and study
classical literature and music. "I think now it's my turn.

I want to get on with my own life while I'm still young

enough to enjoy these things and healthy enough."
Far from fighting the midlife transition, O'Brien is

embracing it because it has forced her to focus on

what's important. "I want to learn how to live my best
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life every day. Because every day presents me with "You think now's the time to do what you want to do,

choices, opportunities, challenges. And the more grace- because there isn't that much time."

ful I can become, the better quality of life I can have. 1'n1 Source: The Toronto Star. (2001, Saturday April 14). pp. M6-M7.

happy with my achievements, but I'm not finished yet."
And O'Neill is aware of Death's footsteps behind

him. "'That sense of mortality is with me every day.

Every day, every week seems to move faster, and yet I

look at what I've achieved and I think I haven't really
done anything to fulfill my true purpose," he says.

What are the characteristics of the midlife transition?

Summarize the positive and negative aspects

of midlife.

What coping strategies were identified by the

individuals in the article?

Since work outside the home occupies so much of an individual's time, pro-

vides the income that defines the lifestyle potential, and identifies the role within

society, work is a major component in an individual's identity. Career changes
require adjustments in an individual's sense of what he or she does. The motiva-

tion for career changes in midlife varies. Sonic people, such as athletes, dancers,

and other performers, know that there is an age limit on their jobs and anticipate
a change. Other people experience "career plateauing" and change their expecta-
tions for what is satisfying in a job. The pyramidal shape of the workplace means

that few people will be promoted to management positions (Ward, 1994). An

American study showed that while those in entry-level positions valued advance-

ment highly, those in middle age valued achievement and autonomy highest,
reflecting the importance of generativity and, perhaps, the realization that all

people cannot reach the top. Balancing the realities of family responsibility with

career prospects can help individuals decide whether the career or the family, and

what form of gencrativity, will have highest priority in their lives (Stevens-Long
& Commons, 1992). Individuals change jobs because they lose their jobs, new

opportunities arise at a time when they are ready to make changes, or they

actively seek a change to reflect their revised life structure ( Levinson, 1978).

Between Friends

Reprinted with special permission of King Features Syndicate.
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UecauSC perceptions of the fife cyCIC depend o11 point
of view, it Cannot he assumed that the male model fits the

letnale one ((iilligan, 1993). in the p,lst, svomen experienced
middle age as a series of turning points in their fives. As

tZullily sire declined, 5NOrnCn faced the "empty nest syn-

drome" when their last child left home, leas iiip them with

a sense of loss and confusion about their role now that

motherhood was complete. ilossesci-, there was the

continuity provided by her r,on1enl<1R:in'," role Now t>a?u

more women share f;tniily and worLL roles with their

partners, filev experience the same challenges. '!'he impact
oil women at the end of childbearing; and the empty nest

has declined (baker. io93

Abigail Stewart and loan ()strove conducted a nietasludv

When anticipated events, such as marriage, children,
of wonlrn in the' baby boom generation 17v eonlpiling the

or a promotion, do not happen, people may feel that results of several lonpitudinztl studies of Aluerican women.

they have been unable to make the contribution they I heir results suggest that women experience an increased

could have. sense of identity and competence iii nliiilile, they made

"midcourse corrections" based on a review of their fives,

and they reported high levels of' penerat is it (Stewart & ()strove, 1998).

Studies of future generations will be required to confirm that midlife is char-

actcrizcd by "turning points" not "danger," both for women and men, in a

society in which they share family and work roles.

l iske and Chiriboga examined the stress that adults experience in middle

age. They determined that the effects of stress were influenced by tllc abilit-

of individuals to nlana('e them. "I heir study revealed that major til'c events

were less stressful than the day-to-day frustrations of fife, and nitich less

stressful than non-events those life passages that we want to happen but

don't, such as not nlarrvin<< or having Children i Fisk(., & ( hiriboga, 1990).

Major life events, such as marriage, the birth of a child, children leading
home, or the death of a pat cut are stressful, but they are anticipated. There is

anticipatory socialization, there are role models tor coping with Maior life

events, and because they are recognized occurrences, social support is offered.

I)av-to-das frustrations are !toile stressful because they all' constant, personal,
and a threat to an individual's sense of competence. The most stress results

from non-events. Unenlploylllellt or early retirement also remove opportunities
for living out a life according to one's U!-caul. For those who have delayed

their generativity while they await these events, who feel they still have

something to offer the world, the stresses of non- events can lead to a sense

of stagnation in middle age (Kotre, 1996).
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by Stephanie Whittaker

After practising lass for 30 years, Jim "Tight nus

ready to make a big career change. "I had enjoyed

law, but I wanted to do something different;' he said.

"'he "something different" that \1r. A\ right had in

mind was a shift to the non-profit sector, "Inc he

knew he would earn less money but gratin his need

to contribute to his co ullunity. AV'ith the help Of a

career-transition specialist, Mr. AV`right landed a job

two years ago as executive director of EPOC

Montreal, an organization that helps unemployed

young people acquire work skills and, ultimately,

jobs. Mr. Wright say's what slakes his work most sat-

isfying is to watch the transfotmati00 of the students

who go through FPO( program. Wu have to come

to one of our grad cations and sec: the results of 21

weeks of ssork with the staff. 1 FPO( ;'s studentsi

undergo a vast life change here. The ma ority come

in on welfare or unemployment insurance and leave

with a job. 'I he payoff for Jim Wright of working in

a non-profit organization? "Ili, helping people"
he said.

That sense of conlnlunity service is shat drives

many of the people who s"ork in the non-profit sec-

tor. "'There is a personality type that chooses this kind

of work," said Clarence Bayne, Director of Concordia

University's Graduate Diplomas in Administration

and Sport Administration program, ss,Inch otters

training for careers ill the non-profit sector. "They're
the ones who have a great spiritual sense:'

What is the non-profit sector? "It's a huge Add

that takes in everything front the V'NlCA to the

Canadian Council for Refugees and the Canadian

Foundation for Hunan Rights. Revenue Canada says

there are 100 000 non-profit organizations ill

Canada," said With Kati, Co-ordinator of Marketing

People choose to work in non-profit organizations to

make a difference in their community.

and (;omnluuicattions in the Concordia diploma

programm. "A non profit organization can he as big as

the Unisersits of "Toronto and as small as a local

conlnlunity organization that helps senior citize'ls"

Nlorcoyer, she added, career opportunities in the

non-profit sector are burgeoning. "Many of these

organizations are realizing its svorthsshile to has:

competent managers and to pay them apptopriatca,
C\ ell it then have a sma 11 budget. 'l hey need ;prod

financial Inaulg0nlent, rest)uree lllanagelllent, and

credibility ss ith ev:ternal funding agencies and doliors.

l'r;'lesMatly non-profits have good people who 1-1,1,\c

sional qualifications. They may he social vvorker s ()I

have some other professional eltiah ication. No tir}

lack training in lnana?gemeilt skills"

And that, say's \ls. Katz, is where the I )IA/1 )SA

program comes M. "We're training rnanagers arncl

administrators" she said. The program, sshich oper-

ates in the John ;Alolson School of Business, tcache, a
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raft of management courses that take in such areas as

human resources and accounting. Ms. Katz says

salaries in the non-profit sector tend to be lower than

in the private sector but are "determined by the size

of the organization, the level of the position, and the

age and experience of the manager. I think people
understand that salaries may not be comparable to

those offered in large corporations, but those who

work in the non-profit sector are there for other reasons.

They're there because they want to make a difference to

their communities or because they want to work toward

change. They may be interested in the environment, in

human rights, or in marginalized groups"
The reason Danny Lemieux chose to work in the

non-profit sector was to give to others what he had

received in childhood. Mr. Lemieux, Co-ordinator of

Special Projects at the Point St. Charles YMCA,

remembers how he frequented the Dawson Boys and

Girls Club in Verdun as a child. "My father died when

I was quite young," he said. "I was involved in sports

and had some really great teachers who were very

important in my life. They would take us places and I

just assumed all teachers did that. I wanted to do for

others what these wonderful teachers had done for

me" Tight funding often means that people who run

non-profit organizations must work as jacks of all

trades. "We can't afford to have everyone doing different

jobs," he said. "Sometimes, you find yourself sweeping
the gym before the janitor arrives or painting your

own office." Mr. Lemieux adds that he enjoys a career

that creates tangible community improvements and

offers flexible hours.

Jim Wright agrees. He says he didn't experience

any second thoughts after deciding to leave his career

as a lawyer and head into the non-profit sector. On

the advice of a friend, Mr. Wright got career coun-

selling from Robert Potvin at Murray Axmith, a

career-transition firm. "I went through some testing

and at the end of it, they decided I should either be

running a foundation or working in a community-
based organization," he said. Wright had spent his

adult life doing community work, including being a

city councillor in Westmount and sitting on the

board of governors at McGill University. "Robert told

me to visit one or two community organizations a

day. The first one I saw was Dans La Rue. EPOC

Montreal was the second"

Careerists who want to obtain management skills

before moving into non-profit sector jobs are

enrolling in Concordia's year-long DIA program,

which offers management courses specific to the non-

profit field. "There is a professionalization taking
place in the management of non-profit organiza-
tions," said Edith Katz. "They're increasingly being
run by people with management training. Some of

these people are jacks of all trades. They do account-

ing, marketing, fundraising, and grant proposals. The

non-profit sector offers scope for people from a wide

variety of academic and occupational backgrounds."
And in a larger context, said Clarence Bayne, the

non-profit sector "makes democracy possible. It's the

sector in which people help redistribute wealth. Our

market system is efficient at producing goods and

using resources. But it's not good at egalitarianism
and the redistribution of resources. That's where the

non-profit and volunteer sector comes in." It's also

where people like Jim Wright and Danny Lemieux get
to make a difference to society.
Source: Ottawa Citizen. (2001, July 28). p. K6.

Why did Jim Wright decide to change his career?

How does his new career contribute to his

generativity?

Using a social exchange perspective, evaluate

whether he has made a good choice.
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Couples enter marriage with great expectations, but the realities of life challenge

the durability and quality of marriage. Barry I)vm and Michael Glenn ( 1993)

explained that relationships cycle through three predictable stages as they face the

crises of family life. Betty Carter and Joan Peters ( 1996) identified predictable
normative crises in life that required adjustments in families. Of these, the

teenage years, children leaving home, retirement, and proving old together are

the crises of later life. Research in Canada and the United States over the last fifty

years suggests that the spiral of marital adjustment identified by I)ynl and Glenn

is a downward one until the turning point at middle age.

Eugen Lupri and James I rideres published the results Of a Canadian study of

the quality of marriage relationships over the family life cycle in I x)51. They iden-

tificcl a U-shaped curve of satisfaction. Both men and women reported that their

marriages were very satisfying during the early veers, and the level of satisfaction

improved slightly in the first years of parent-
hood. I'he stresses associated with the

adjustment to parenthood seemed to be

temporary. However, the number of people
who were very satisfied with their marriage

100

began to decline steadily as the children spot PnI Wives

d SH b
older. Marital satisfaction was lowest at 80

us an

midlife and bottomed out when children 70

began to leave home. By then, those who Z. 60

(L 50
fwould divorce had done so. The level o

Marital satisfaction improved during; the

empty nest stage, reaching almost the same

level of satislaction In retirement as at the

newlywed stage. Although the stages were

identified with parenthood, the curve of

marital satisfaction for childless couples
matched the U-shaped curve, although

40

30

20
s= ? ° ? or Y ;v

10
a n >° w rr

0
22.5 24.5 46.3 65.0 'Wife's

Stage 1 11 Ill IV V VI VII
age

Phase One Two Three Four

childless couples reported a slightly higher
Except 'or the age at retirement th iioures are median ages for women in the

birth cohort 19,51-60

lcvd of satisfaction (Nett, 1993).
Source: Eager Lupin and !mimes Ehderes. The Quality of Marriage and the Passage

1 he patterns of marital satisfaction seem of Time. Marital Satisfaction over the Family Life Cycle. Canadian Journal of

.

to be changing. 'H IC results Of a I i-year
Sociology 6 (1981 ): 289

American study of marital satistaction chal-

lenge the U-shaped curve theory. lode Vranl.aningham, David Johnson, and Paul

Amato suggest that the U-shaped curve reflects the differences among generations,
not the pattern for individual marriages. "They found that the level of satisfaction
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by Kirk Bloir

"At first it was great having (;Corp(' around all of the

tulle, but now he's into C\ 'CI I lhing. He's relrr<irl0ed

my cupboards, moved the linens from one closet to

the other, and has started giy ing me his omn I Iints

Retirement has its

own challenges, and

may not turn out to

be what a couple

expected.

from Heloise. "Ten he was worl:irig, I never heard a Nor tIle past

peep about hovv I ran 1111' home. H-1 loll e to hair one couple of 1' eclc>,

more time about how much he .hisses the `guv°s' I'm things have c .'1

going to 1Cream. YOU 1(11011, I really' thought it could ( iigCl and 1 '1t'Cn IC lI' ?:'.1 0111iS C1CI' E,l
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when I helped her out by maximizing our storage space

and offered a more efficient way to do the dishes, man

did she hit the roof. And I really miss my pals at the

shop. It seems as if my usefulness has run its course."

Retirement is one of life's milestones. However,

many people view retirement as a loss of roles,

income, and socially recognized productivity (Nock,

1992). Retirement itself has no predictable negative
effect on physical health, self-esteem, or life satisfaction.

The manner in which couples learn to adjust to

retirement depends on circumstances, such as whether

retirement was taken voluntarily or involuntarily, and

their health (Hanks, 1990).

For most couples, retirement progresses in stages

(Hanson & Wapner, 1994). At first, couples experi-
ence a short-lived honeymoon in which everything
seems to come together nicely. As soon as the reality
of retirement hits, however, many find they're not

quite as excited about the prospect of being a senior

citizen or "stuck" with each other as they previously
were (Smith, 1991). This is especially true when

they've been "forced" to take retirement because of

corporate downsizing, poor or diminished work per-

formance, or failing health.

Men and women experience retirement differently
(Hanson & Wapner, 1994). Men, many of whom have

spent more than 40 years honing their identities as

providers, are suddenly reliving the identity crisis of

their adolescence. Women, many of whom have spent
much of their lives independently keeping house and

raising children, are now confronted with an intruder

in their ordered world. The challenge becomes how to

achieve a peaceful and successful integration of two

lives into one living space. This integration depends
on the couple's ability to grow, both individually and

together. Adjustment is largely an individual thing;

however, the dynamics of the couple relationship vary

as a function of each partner's progression. To date,

no concrete evidence points to some magical time

period couples can expect to spend adjusting. Most

retired couples, however, report high levels of marital

satisfaction (Vinick & Ekerdt, 1991).

Initially, retired couples may fund themselves invading
each other's space. Wives may explore the world hid-

den under the hood of the car. Husbands may rear-

range in attempts to maximize space. Spouses who

have previously had little opportunity or desire to

explore the other's domestic spheres find themselves

with time on their hands and curiosity in their minds.

This curiosity may cause much frustration. If one does

adopt a new task, it will most likely be in an area they
are more interested in and have a better aptitude for

than their spouses (Szinovacz & Harpster, 1994).

Both wives and husbands have ideas, opinions, likes,

and dislikes. Attributes that attracted them to each

other may now be the very things that spark frustra-

tion. Whatever the issue, couples need to talk about it

in an open and honest way. If you don't like George

rearranging the cupboards and linen closets, break

the news to him lovingly. If you would like to do the

cooking Ginger has done for years, express your inter-

est and work out an arrangement. A few minutes of

heated discussion is better than weeks of repressed
anger and resentment.

Work typically occupies 33 percent of an average day.
Without work, many find themselves wondering what's

left to do. Everything's been washed, rearranged, waxed,

and buffed. You've watched all the TV you can stand,
and couldn't possibly read or knit anything else. After
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years of a regimented and regulated schedule, many are

suddenly faced with a void (Cude & Jablin, 1992).

In an attempt to fill the space, brainstorm activi-

ties you would like to do as a couple, as well as things

you would like to do individually. Look around your

community for groups and clubs that VOL] may want

to join. Volunteer. Enroll in a college course. Start

with the day, then work on the week and month, and

finally plan for the years ahead. This is one of the joys
of retirement-planning the rest of your life together.

Stop and think about all the transitions you've navi-

gated: marriage, having children, raising and launch-

ing your children, dealing with a boomerang child

(one you sent out of the nest who somehow found

his or her way back home), discovering the wonders

of being a grandparent, coping with economic uncer-

tainty. Now think about the happiness all of those

times have brought you. Realize that there were some

hurts and heartaches along the way, too. You're still

together, so you must have done something right. Be

proud of your accomplishments! Allow yourself and

your spouse time to adjust to this new life phase-

just as it took you time to get to where you are today.

Remember, as it 65-year-old, you have more than 37

percent of your adult life ahead of you! Enjoy it!

Source: Bloir. Kirk. "Honey, "['in Home!" - for Good: The Transition

to Retirement." HYG-5159-96. Families ... Meeting the Challenge,

The Ohio State University Extension.

http://ohioline.osu.edu/hyg-fact/5000/5159.htmi

What causes of marital conflict are suggested in

this article?

Using a systems perspective, explain the adjustment

that is required when one or both spouses retire.

From a social exchange perspective, what are the

costs and benefits of retirement for each spouse?

Analyze the effects of retirement on generativity, and

evaluate whether the activities suggested allow

opportunities for generativity.

Because aging has a negative connotation in the Western world, people tend

to avoid identifying themselves as old. In North America, there is no clear sense

of meaning or purpose to the last stage of life, and no clear role expectations.
The development of pensions and retirement savings plans supports early

retirement and the notion that old age is a reward for working hard in youth

and middle age. On the other hand, media images of a lifestyle focused on

leisure suggest that the senior years are a return to the simple pleasures and

freedom from responsibility associated with childhood (Coleman, Ivani-Chalian,

& Robinson, 1998). Another perspective suggests that death is the purpose of

life, so older people focus inward to determine meaning and wholeness in life

and to accept death (Kimmel, 1990). As life expectancy increases, individuals

will spend a longer period of their lives in what British gerontologist Midwinter

has dubbed "Post-Adulthood" (Coleman, Ivani-Chalian, & Robinson, 1998).
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by Jay Ingrain

We humans are similar in many ways to the great

apes, a similarity that I think is sometimes exagger-

ated. Yes, we share more than 98 percent of our

genome with chimpanzees. And vcs, as far as we

know, chimps are the best of the rest intellectually.

But there really is not Much comparison between the

brain power of an adult chimp and an adult human.

But we differ from chimps and gorillas in other

ways that say something about our respective evolu-

tionary pasts. Our uniquely human attribute is a

prolonged menopause Human females live a very

long time after they become infertile, which at first

glance is difficult to understand. After all, the lifestyle
characteristics that survived to the present are those

that enhanced our ancestors' fcrtility and increased

the numbers of offspring they had. Now could living
well past one's ability to have children at all qualify as

such a trait?

One theory (which has been around for 40 years)

is that fertility began to end earlier as ancestral

human mothers needed to devote more and more of

their time to their offspring. The more dependent the

child, the more time the mother must invest, and

continuing to give birth would simply have compro-

mised the survival of the already born. In the evolu-

tionary game, it's not how many you give birth to, but

how many survive to reproduce.
This theory, however venerable, has its shortcomings.

One is that chimps apparently contradict it.

Chimpanzee females need to care for their offspring,
yet many keep on giving birth, even though the later

babies born to them have much lower rates of survival.

It would seem that they, too, should give up fertility
earlier, but they have not. A closer look reveals that, in

fact, human females do not abandon fertility earlier

than female chimps or gorillas. It's just that humans

The role of grand-

mothering results

from a biological
end to childbearing

many years before

the end of human

life expectancy.

live much longer, whether

those humans are urban dwellers

with medicare or hunter-gatherers without.

The rare chimp that lives -50 years in the wild dies

at about the time it would become infertile. So it

appears as if menopause is not the result of an abbre-

viated fcrtility but of longevity. If so, what, then, is the

evolutionary advantage involved? A team of scientists

led by Kristen Hawkcs at the University of Utah has

come out with a new suggestion, the "grandmother

hypothesis."" l hey argue that menopausal women

were of great value in our evolution because they
helped gather fool f)r their daughters and their

daughters' children. The argument is based on the

premise that much of the shaping of our species hap-
pened while we were hunting and gathering creatures.

Among hunter-gatherers today, post-menopausal
women arc able to find and dig up food items like

tubers that children can't cope with. So these grand-
mothers can actually help ensure the survival of their

grandchildren, a good thing in an evolutionary sense

because those grandchildren carry about 2.5 percent

of her genes. In what must have been a difficult hand-

to-mouth existence for our ancestors, having a pair of

extra hands for food-gathering could have made a

significant difference.

This new theory is more than just guesswork. It

makes sonic predictions, one of which is that child-

bearing women should produce babies faster than

you'd expect because the grandmothers could initiate
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the feeding of infants, allowing them to be weaned

earlier. In fact, the data show that human babies are

weaned earlier than most other mammals, including

primates. It is also true for mammals in general that

larger mothers produce larger-hut fewer-babies.

Yet even humans are outliers, producing more babies

for their size (by a factor of two) than the great apes.

The explanation? The childbearing mother has food-

gathering help.
There is scant mention in all of this of the role

that the male hunters may have played. In fact,

Hawkes and her colleagues argue that there simply

wasn't much of a role. But I like to think that some-

where, someone is dreaming up the "grandfather

hypothesis."
Source: The Toronto Star. (1998. March 1).

What explanation do evolutionary psychologists

suggest for the fact that human women live many

years after they can no longer reproduce?
Does a longer life provide benefits for one's children

and grandchildren in our post-industrial society?
What would you suggest as a "grandfather

hypothesis"? Give your reasoning.

Late in his life, Erik Erikson described the challenge of an eighth stage of life

as "integrity versus despair." Individuals complete the formation of their identity

and develop the ego's strength, wisdom, which to Erikson means "insight and

enlightenment" Adults review their lives to assess whether they have become who

they wanted to be and achieved the generativity they desired in order to achieve

integrity, the acceptance of one's one and only life cycle as something that had

to be and that, by necessity, permitted no substitutions" (Erikson, 1950, p. 272).

By integrating their past and present identities, individuals develop wisdom. It

enables people to have an "informed and detached concern with life itself in the

face of death itself" (Erikson & Frikson, 1997, p. 61). Individuals who have not

achieved integrity feel despair, a sense that they have not done what they wanted

to do with their lives and there is no time left to make changes (Erikson &

Erikson, 1997). American gerontologist Dan McAdams suggests that older people
who have high self-esteem frame their identities as life stories connecting the past

and the present (Coleman, Ivani-Chalian, & Robinson, 1998). Integrity clarifies

the meaning of life for older people who can and do maintain a grand-generative
function (Erikson & Erikson, 1997).

When Erikson completed his work on development over the life span there

were few who lived into vcry old age, so they were viewed as wise, the recipients
of a divine gift, and having special obligations for living so long. In his later years,

Erikson concluded that the life course as he described it was no longer accurate,

and that there was probably a ninth stage. Old age in one's eighties and nineties

presents new challenges. The physical decline is more noticeable, and the body

begins to weaken and function less well. Erikson explained that the decline in
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by Peter G. Coleman, Christine Ivani-Chalian, and

Maureen Robinson, Department of Geriatric Medicine,

University of Southampton, U.K.

RESEARCH QUESTION

What are the principal themes underlying an older

individual's identity?

HYPOTHESIS

Self-esteem stays high for older individuals because

they have formed an identity based on consistent

themes.

METHOD

The researchers investigated the lives of older subjects
using oral histories from the theoretical framework of

"identity as story." This framework suggests that the

development of a life story reflects the developmental
tasks identified by Erik Erikson: identity, generativity,
and integrity. They defined identity as "that aspect of

self and personality which expresses the overall unity
and purpose of the individual's life" (p. 391).

A longitudinal study was conducted in Southampton
over 18 years. A sample of 339 people over the age of

65 were interviewed three times between 1977 and

1980. The survivors were re-interviewed by the same

researchers in 1988 (n=101), in 1990-91 (n=70), in

1993 (n=43), and in 1995-96 (n=28), with "n"

meaning "the number of subjects" The recorded

interviews were transcribed and then analyzed and

compared to determine the content of the answers,

using grounded theory principles, in which the

researcher assumes no theoretical perspective but

allows the organization to be determined by the data.

Case studies were written to summarize the changes
in self-esteem over the period of the study.

RESULTS

The majority of the subjects spoke positively about

their present and past lives and saw them as a con-

nected story worth telling.
Present and past lives were connected by long-term
relationships with family and friends, by paid or

voluntary work, and by maintaining the same

home or community.
Several identity themes were prioritized by the old-

est surviving subjects:
long-term relationships with family, including
spouse, children, grandchildren, and siblings
other interpersonal relationships
interest activities

health and independence

CONCLUSIONS

Family relationships were the main source of life

themes for the men and women in this study. The

researchers concluded that losing a family is much

harder to cone to terms with than leaving work.

The other major theme was independence or main-

taining one's home.

Life stories enable individuals to have a heightened
awareness of the themes of their lives, as Erikson sug-

gested. The researchers noted that many older people
want to tell their stories but lack the resources for

writing them, and suggest that initiatives to help them

do this could be developed.
Source: Ageing and Society, Vol. 18. Part 4, July 1998, pp. 389-419.

Adapted with the permission of Cambridge University Press.

abilities results in individuals moving through the negative aspects of personality
stages. Increasingly, individuals experience mistrust, shame, guilt, inferiority, and

role confusion (Erikson & Erikson, 1997). Coping with very old age requires an
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acceptance of death and a willingness to set aside despair. loan I:ril:sin, in

completing the work of Frily Erikson after his death, described the' go

strength of very old age as gerotranscendence, a sense of I lsiu,s ahovc the dil

fieulties of age. Individuals at what might be the ninth stage focus on the Isere

and now. They accept that physical disabilities constrain their inohiiit, and

that time is limited. They have no sense of future In a sense, then begin to

withdraw from the world, knowing that the Kist step must be t,iken alone

(Erikson & Frikson, 1997).

A longer life is a reasonable expectation tor Canadians, bnt ?cheiher the

will have satisfying ones depends on the duality of ti-icir lies in old age The

strongest direct influence on the duality of lite is the opportunity to! social and

physical activity. This prospect is affected by an individual's co niliye Ihility and

his or her personal perception of health. Social status, determined br 1(.,\ Cis A

education and income, affects whether individuals have access to activities

(Fernandes-Ballesteros, /amarron, & Ruiz) 2001 ). The activity theory of aging

supports the value of social and physical activity as a contributor to self ?:steein-

It suggests that individuals are reluctant to give up roles unless they can suhstitule

other meaningful ones (McPherson, 1990). Maintaining close relationship; vv,ith

friends and others is also important. If individuals are married and can ,enmain

living in the same home or in the carne conlnIunity, their quality of file is better.

For many people, the opportunity to tell their life store in old age allows them

to determine that they have lived a satisfying life (Coleman, Irani ( h ilian, &

Robinson, 1998).

Significant changes in Canada and the world during
the twentieth century have affected the roles that

individualsplay at all stages of life. Men and women have

greater freedom to harm an identity and to develop life

structures that enable them to pursue their dreams, but

they have had to develop new roles. "Ihe large numbers

of Canadians who can anticipate living into old and very

old age have few role models to provide the enlicipatory
socialization needed to prepare them. Socialization for

aging is an active process as individuals anticipate the

changes in their lives and make plans for the financial

and social changes. Resocialization bar old age is more

concerned with revising existing behaviour and devel-

oping specific skills than with learning new values or

traits, but can only occur with opportunities to

participate with role models in appropriate activities

(McPherson, 1990).

Individuals who live to a very old age achieve continuity in

their lives through relationships with family, interest

activities, and maintaining their residence.
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web connection

Q,
www.mcgrawhill.ca/links/familiesl2

To learn about old age in Canada, go

to the web site above for Individuals

and Families in a Diverse Society to

see where to go next.

I)an N]cAdams suggests that individuals' identities are defined in their

evolving life story, the life structure they develop and live (Coleman, Ivaiii-

(;halian, & Robinson, 1998). Perhaps it would he bencticial to clarify what the

last stage of life should be to lacilitatc the development of individual life stories.

F.rik Frjkson, who outlined the developmental pattern over the span of

human life, argued that "lacking a culturally viable ideal of old age, our civi-

lization does not really harbor a concept of the whole of life" (Erikson &

Erikson, p. 1 ]4). What is the role of old age in Canada and how does it reflect

the lives of individuals and families in Canada?

Carol Mehisto, who has been married to her husband

Steven since 1977, is a mother of two. When she grad-
uated from Lakehead University in Thunder Bay,
Carol expected to become a high school English
teacher, but her year at the Faculty of Education in

Toronto convinced her that she would never do that.

Carol took a job as a library assistant to help cover

living expenses for herself and her husband, Steven,

who was a full-time student at the School of Social

Work at University of Toronto. Carol did not find the

job particularly challenging, but she and Steven both

appreciated the income she brought into their part-

nership after four years of being students. When

Steven took a job in Sault Ste. Marie a year later,

Carol was happy to leave her job, since she was ready
to move on to something else.

At first she was happy in Sault Ste. Marie, and she

and Steven saw their move as a shared adventure and

as the beginning of the next part of their life together.
She was pleased when they could afford to buy a

house, and spent a great deal of time with the real-

estate agent before purchasing a small bungalow.
When she was unable to find work of any kind, Carol

kept herself busy painting and decorating their new

home, and eventually began to pursue her interest in

crafts. At this point, Carol and Steven began to talk

Carol has taken on a

variety of jobs and

activities throughout
her life to keep her-

self happy, to pursue

her interests, and to

remain socially active.

seriously about starting
a family. Although they were

both in their twenties, the time seemed right,

particularly to Carol, but as the months went by
and she did not get pregnant, she became more

and more frustrated.

When Steven received a promotion and a transfer

back to Toronto, Carol saw another opportunity to

make changes in her life. By this time, she felt that her

future involved working with children, so she applied
for a job as a library assistant again, but specified that

she wanted to work in the children's division. She

began to work part-time, and she enjoyed her job,
especially when local elementary teachers brought their

classes to the library for storytelling. She and Steven

began attending services at a local church, and both of

them eventually volunteered to teach Sunday-school
classes, which Carol in particular found satisfying.

The next three or four years passed by quickly as
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she kept house and worked part-time at the library.
Still unable to get pregnant, she and Steven began to

discuss the possibility of adopting children. They
made several inquiries and got interviews with varied-

ous agencies. They became involved with several

couples, all of them in various stages of the adoption

process. Along with two other couples, they formed

an association that provided support and information

for infertile couples, an organization that continues to

operate today. Carol and Steven believed that working
in the organization together and their active member-

ship in the church enabled them to maintain a strong

marriage despite their disappointment about not

having children.

Eventually, their perseverance paid off and they

adopted a baby boy whom they named Jeremy. Life

finally seemed satisfying for Carol. She quit her job
and happily became a full-time mother. She enjoyed

becoming part of a stay-at-home mothers' group in

her community over the next few years and made

many good friends. She volunteered in the local ele-

mentary school two mornings a week and increased

her activities in the local church. When she became

pregnant with Kaitlyn six years later, her life seemed

complete. However, like many women her age, Carol

eventually found that life as a full-time mother

became less rewarding as her children got older and

began to attend school. She saw other mothers in the

community less often, as many of them returned to

work. She found it more and more difficult to fill her

days and began to think about going back to work.

Family obligations delayed her return to work. Her

mother had been diagnosed with Alzheimer's disease

a few years earlier, and her dad was reluctant to

arrange institutional care for his wife, feeling that it

was his duty to care for her as long as he could. He

was getting older as well, and found that some of the

physical demands required were more than he could

manage. As her mother's condition continued to

deteriorate, her father began asking Carol to help him

more and more. She helped out as best as she could,

but found that she was emotionally drained. Seeing
her once vibrant mother unable to care for herself

physically, and more and more not even being aware

of the people around her, was very stressful for Carol.

Comforting her father over the loss of his life partner

was equally difficult. The emotional strain on Carol

and her immediate family was immense, as she some-

times felt torn between her role of wife and mother

and of daughter.
When her father finally arranged for her mother to

be institutionalized, Carol was both saddened and

relieved, as it marked a new stage in her life. By then

Kaitlyn was almost eight years old and was becoming
more independent. Carol began to volunteer with a

local women's group, driving older, housebound

women to medical appointments and making home

visits. This eventually led to a part-time job. She found

her experience there very fulfilling, and it did not

interfere with her family responsibilities. Recently, she

began taking a night school course in gerontology at a

nearby community college, and has plans to complete

the diploma requirements for geriatric studies.

What life structure had Carol established for herself

in early adulthood and what circumstances led to the

adjustment of her identity and life structure?

How has Carol achieved generativity in her life?

Evaluate whether Carol experienced a midlife crisis

as a "turning point" or a "moment of danger."
Predict whether Carol and Steven would report a

high level of satisfaction in their marriage using the

functionalist, systems, and social exchange

perspectives.
Describe the factors that are affecting the quality of

life for Carol's father. How has Carol contributed to

his quality of life?
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1. Create a chart in which you compare the stages of adult life and the behaviour

expectations for traditional Chinese and a culture of your choice. Using a functionalist

perspective, discuss vvllether contenlporarv Canadian society is organized to support
the stage behaviour defined by the two descriptions.

2. Summarize the similarities and differences among Charlotte Buhler's, Erik Erikson's,
and I ),inicl I evinson's theories of development in midlife. Identify research questions
for testino, the validity of the common features of the three theories.

3. Identify and explain Kotrc's hiur forms of gencrativity. Give examples of how men

and women could adi ese each foram of gencrativity in Canadian society. Arrange the

for- norms in order of the value each has in Canadian society, and provide evidence

to support vuur ranking.

4. `Vh,It arc the tsso definitions of crisis? I)iscuss which definition is supported by the

research on 1111'(1111o" crisis. In conclusion, what can you anticipate in midlife?

5. What factors contrihntc to the clc cline in satisfaction with marriage? Using social

exchange theory, suggest why most people stay married when they are less satisfied

with It after ten to fssenty wears.

6. Explain the 11 caning of integrity, despair, and wisdom in the eighth stage of life as

described by Erik Erikson. Ueserihe how he suggests the outlook on life changes
when individuals enter the ninth sta('e.

7. 1)evelop a description of the contemporary stages of adult life as they occur for

Canadians. ("isc each stage a name that reflects the meaning of the stage, and

describe the role behaviour expected.

8. Write an essay presenting and supporting an opinion on the role of employment in

gencrativity for women in midlie.

9. Write a letter to the editor in which you respond to the article "The Midlife Wake-Up
Call" on page A'9. using the research presented in this chapter.
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10. Investigate the activities available vs,ithin Our community that contribute

to the quality of lift for older people, and design a brochure promoting

participation.

11. Using the oral history method, conduct research to assess how individuals

now in their fifties, sixties, seventies, and eighties achieved generativity in

their lives. Compile the results and determine whether they are consistent.

Present the results as a brief article, using quotations from the oral histories.

12. Using the oral history nmethod, yr rite a brief life story for an older person

in your family or community. Illustrate the litc story with photograph:;
and other artifacts.
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